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Calendar of Events:

May 1-3, 2024

Hypergeometric and Orthogonal Polynomials Event: An international conference

Radboud University Nijmegen, Huygensgebouw, Nijmegen-Oost, The Netherlands

https://www.math.ru.nl/∼wzudilin/HOPE-in-May.html
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May 15-17, 2024

Journées Approximation 2024

Université de Lille, Lille, France

https://indico.math.cnrs.fr/event/11523/

May 27-31, 2024

Asymptotics, Randomness, Nonlinearity, and Orthogonality (ARNO 2024)

ARNO 2024 will also be the 2024 Annual Meeting of the PIICQ network,

Leuven, Belgium

https://gsilva.pages.math.cnrs.fr/arno2024/index.html

June 3-6, 2024

International Conference on Analysis and Applications

in honor of Roderick S. C. Wong’s 80th birthday,

City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

https://www.cityu.edu.hk/rcms/icaa2024/index.html

June 6-9, 2024

The Legacy of Ramanujan 2024

Celebrating the 85th birthdays of George Andrews & Bruce Berndt,

Penn State University, State College, Pennsylvania, USA

https://sites.psu.edu/ramanujan/

June 24-28, 2024

17th International Symposium on Orthogonal Polynomials, Special Functions and Applications

(OPSFA-17),

Universidad de Granada, Granada, Spain

https://opsfa17.com/

June 24-28, 2024

From Classical to Modern Analysis: In memory of Professor José Carlos Petronilho

a Satellite Conference of the 9th European Mathematical Congress,

Sanlúcar de Barrameda, Cadíz, Spain

https://www.mat.uc.pt/∼pgsfop/fcma/index.html

July 8-12, 2024

Operator Theory and Approximation 2024

TU Wien, Vienna, Austria

https://haraldworacek.github.io/OTA2024/

July 15-19, 2024

9th European Congress of Mathematics

Seveille, Spain

https://www.ecm2024sevilla.com/

Mini-Symposium on Special Functions, Orthogonal Polynomials, 𝑞-Series and Applications

Organized by Howard Cohl, Robert Maier and Roberto S. Costas-Santos

September 4-7, 2024

Approximation Theory and Special Functions (ATSF 2024)

Dedicated to the retirement of George Anastassiou

TOBB Economics and Technology University, Ankara, Türkiye

https://sites.google.com/view/atsf2024
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December 9-13, 2024

Joint meeting of the NZMS, AustMS and AMS

Auckland, New Zealand

Special Session on Special Functions, 𝑞-Series and Beyond

Organized by Howard Cohl, Ole Warnaar, Nicholas Witte

May 19-22, 2025

Constructive Functions 2025

Celebrating Ed Saff’s 80th birthday

in conjunction with the 37th Shanks Lecture by Doron Lubinsky

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, USA

https://my.vanderbilt.edu/constructivefunctions2025/

June 23- 28, 2025

Combinatorics around the 𝑞-Onsager algebra
A celebration of the 70th birthday of Paul Terwilliger

Kranjska Gora, Slovenia

https://conferences.famnit.upr.si/event/15/overview

Topic #1 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Peter Olver (olver@umn.edu)

Subject: Announcement: Memorial Event (hybrid) for Willard Miller, Jr. at U. Minnesota on April 9th

Dear Colleagues

On April 9, the School of Mathematics will host a program celebratingWillard Miller’s impact on math-

ematics and physics, the School of Mathematics, and the University of Minnesota. There will be two

talks in the afternoon in Vincent 16, followed by a Memorial Program in the Vincent Hall Math Library.

For those who cannot attend in person, a zoom link is available.

Please share with others you think might be interested.

Best regards

Peter

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Remembering Willard Miller, Jr.

April 9, 2024

Zoom Link

2:30- 3:15 Talk in Vincent 16

“Willard Miller and Separation of Variables - the story of an exceptional research success”

Niky Kamran, McGill University

Abstract: I will describe some of Willard Miller’s outstanding and deeply influential contributions

to the separation of variables theory for the Hamilton-Jacobi, Helmholtz and Dirac equations.

3:15 Tea break in Common Room, Vincent 120
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3:45-4:30 Talk in Vincent 16

“Remembering Willard Miller: Beyond separation of variables, superintegrability”

Alexander V. Turbiner, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Abstract: I will focus on the heuristic value of Willard Miller’s numerous contributions to sepa-

ration of variables and superintegrability, including classical and quantum n body problems.

5:00-7:00 Memorial Program in Math Library

An overview of Willard’s life and career; then remarks by family and colleagues who wish to

share memories; finally, time permitting, anyone not on the formal program will be given an

opportunity. Some light refreshments will be available afterwards.

Topic #2 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Guilherme Silva (silvag@icmc.usp.br)

Subject: Announcement: ARNO 2024 meeting May 27-31, 2024, in Leuven, Belgium

Asymptotics, Randomness, Nonlinearity, and Orthogonality 2024

Leuven, Belgium

May 27-31, 2024

This is the second announcement of the conference. The conference will be the 2024 Annual Meeting

of the PIICQ network.

The list of confirmed speakers is on the website of the event, available here. The poster of the con-

ference is attached in Figure 1.

The registration is now open. We welcome submissions for contributed talks and poster presenta-

tions. Young researchers and mathematicians from underrepresented groups are particularly encour-

aged to apply. For details, please click here. The deadline for registration and submissions is May 1st ,

2024.

We greatly appreciate it if you share this announcement with researchers that may be interested in the

conference.

With our best wishes,

Guilherme, in the name of the organizing committee:

• Tom Claeys (UC Louvain, Belgium)

• Maurice Duits (KTH Stockholm, Sweden)

• Manuela Girotti (Emory University, USA)

• Leslie Molag (Carlos III University of Madrid, Spain)

• Guilherme Silva (Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)

• Walter Van Assche (KU Leuven, Belgium)
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Figure 1: ARNO 2024 Conference Poster
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Topic #3 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Doron Lubinsky (lubinsky@math.gatech.edu)

Subject: Announcement: Constructive Functions 2025 in Nashville, Tennessee, USA

Constructive Functions 2025

Celebrating Ed Saff’s 80th birthday

in conjunction with the 37th Shanks Lecture by Doron Lubinsky

Dates: May 19-22, 2025

Location: Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, USA

Figure 2: Ed Saff.

The conference will focus on several aspects of constructive function theory, including orthogonal

polynomials, potential theory, discrete and continuous energy problems, special functions, polyno-

mial inequalities, as well as various problems relating to optimization and efficiency. The aim is to

stimulate collaboration and the exchange of ideas. Early-career researchers (including students)

as well as women andmembers of underrepresented groups are especially encouraged to attend.

The conference will be held in conjunction with the 37th Annual Shanks Lecture, to be given by Pro-

fessor Doron Lubinsky (Georgia Institute of Technology). The Lecture will be on Tuesday, May 20,

2025. The prestigious Shanks Lecture Series is organized annually by the Department of Mathemat-

ics of Vanderbilt University, honoring Baylis and Olivia Shanks. The late Professor Baylis Shanks was

chairman of the Department from 1955 through 1969. Previous Shanks Lecturers can be seen here.

The conference will also provide an opportunity to celebrate Professor Ed Saff’s recent 80th birthday.

The conference will honor his many outstanding contributions to mathematics, his unselfish devotion

to the promotion of approximation in the mathematical community, and his unceasing commitment

to the education of the younger generation of mathematicians.

Organizing Committee:

• Doug Hardin (Vanderbilt University)

• Juliette LeBlond (INRIA Sophia Antipolis Méditerranée)
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• Doron Lubinsky (Georgia Institute of Technology)

• Ryan Matzke (Vanderbilt University)

• Igor Pritsker (Oklahoma State University)

• Maya Stoyanova (Sofia University)

• Robert Womersley (University of New South Wales)

• Maxim Yattselev (IUPUI)

Topic #4 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Bernhard Beckermann (Bernhard.Beckermann@univ-lille.fr)

Subject: Announcement: Journées Approximation 2024 in Lille, France

First announcement/Call for participation

Journées Approximation 2024,

University of Lille, Lille, France

May 15-17, 2024

Website: https://indico.math.cnrs.fr/event/11523/

This is the sixth international meeting organized in Lille on approximation theory, numerical linear

algebra and its applications.

Various topics will be covered, in particular orthogonal polynomials and rational approximation, nu-

merical aspects of approximation, asymptotic analysis and Riemann-Hilbert problems, matrix func-

tions, and others, with a special emphasis on approximation with exponential sums and their appli-

cations.

Invited Speakers:

• Laurent Baratchart (INRIA Nice, France)

• Jacob Christiansen (U Lund, Sweden)

• Dirk De Villiers (Stellenbosch U, South Africa)

• Ana Foulquié Moreno (U Alveiro, Portugal)

• Ferre Knaepkens (U Antwerp, Belgium)

• George Labahn (U Waterloo, Canada)

• Juliette Leblond (INRIA Nice, France)

• Wen-shin Lee (U Stirling, GB)

• Ana Filipa Loureiro (Kent U, GB)

• Bernard Mourrain (INRIA Nice, France)

• Miao-Jung Yvonne Ou (University of Delaware, US)

• Miguel Piñar (U Grenada, Espagne)

• Gerlind Plonka-Hoch (U Göttingen, Germany)

• Ramonika Sengupta (Eindhoven U, Netherlands)

• Nick Trefethen (Havard U, US)

• Walter Van Assche (KU Leuven, Belgium)

• Andre Weideman (Stellenbosch U, South Africa)
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• Franck Wielonsky (Aix-Marseille U, France)

• Maxim Yattselev (Indiana U Purdue, US)

Registration is free but mandatory. Inscriptions are open now, until April 15, 2024.

There will be also a poster session, we kindly invite you to submit an abstract before April 15, 2024

to Ana.Matos@univ-lille.fr.

Organization Committee:

• Bernd Beckermann (Université de Lille)

• Ana C. Matos (Université de Lille)

• Laurent Smoch (Université du Littoral)

Topic #5 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Andrei Martínez-Finkelshtein (andrei@ual.es)

Subject: Report: 2023 Fritz Fest at Baylor University by Andrei Martínez-Finkelshtein

2023 Fritz Fest: Celebrating a career in Operator Theory, Ordinary Differential Equations, Partial Dif-

ferential Equations, and Quantum Theory, a conference in honor of Fritz Gesztesy’s 70th birthday.

Figure 3: Fritz Gesztesy.

The 2023 Fritz Fest “Celebrating a Career in Operator The-

ory, Ordinary Differential Equations, Partial Differential Equa-

tions, and Quantum Theory” took place at Baylor University

on the afternoon of November 3, 2023. It was organized

by the Mathematics Department, also sponsored by the Si-

mons Foundation, and the main goal was to celebrate the

70th birthday of Fritz Gesztesy. It brought together math-

ematicians of all ages, from graduate students to senior re-

searchers. The conference was celebrated in a one-day for-

mat with two outstanding speakers and all-time Fritz’s col-

laborators. Both lectures, one hour each, took place in the

Lewis-Birkhead Lecture Hall of the beautiful Armstrong Brown-

ing Library, a building inspired by Italian Renaissance architec-

ture and located on the campus of Baylor University in Waco,

Texas.

Dr. Lee Nordt, the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and

Professor of Geosciences at Baylor University, delivered the intro-

ductory remarks in the opening ceremony. He celebrated both

the impressive scientific trajectory of Fritz Gesztesy and his im-

pact on the Department of Mathematics and on the College of Arts and Sciences in general since he

joined Baylor in 2016.

The first lecture on Weyl-Titchmarsh’s theory for first-order systems with distributional coefficients

was delivered by Prof. Rudi Weikard from the University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA. It was fol-

lowed by the talk on the Krein-von Neumann extension of an ordinary differential operator, delivered

by Prof. Roger Nichols from the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, USA.

Fritz Gesztesy is Ralph and Jean Storm Professor of Mathematics. He has lectured and held visiting or

tenured positions at numerous institutions and, so far, supervised 7 Masters and 14 Ph.D. students.
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Currently, he is Editor in Chief of the Journal of Spectral Theory (EMS). Among his professional honors

are Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship (University of Bielefeld, Germany, 1980-81 and 1983-84);

Max Kade Fellowship (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA, 1987-88); Ludwig Boltz-

mann Award (Austrian Physical Society) in 1987; invited speaker at the AMS Meeting in 1996; elected

to the Royal Norwegian Society of Science and Letters, 2002; Fellow of the American Mathematical

Society (inaugural class, 2013); and Doctor Honoris Causa by his Alma Mater, Technical University of

Graz, Austria, in 2022.

Topic #6 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Lothar Reichel (reichel@math.kent.edu)

Subject: Table of Contents: Special Volume dedicated to the 70th Birthday of Lothar Reichel

Table of Contents: Numerical Methods for Large Scale Problems,

A Special Volume dedicated to the 70th Birthday of Lothar Reichel

Electronic Transactions on Numerical Analysis (ETNA), vol. 59, 2023:

This volume has been edited by the following faculty members of:

The University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy:

Alessandro Buccini, Caterina Fenu, Luisa Fermo, and Giuseppe Rodriguez.

Note: ETNA accepts software publications as well as historical papers.

link: https://etna.math.kent.edu/volumes/2021-2030/vol59/

Table of Contents:

1. A. J. A. Schiavoni-Piazza and S. Serra-Capizzano, pp. 1-8.

Distribution results for a special class of matrix sequences: Joining approximation theory and

asymptotic linear algebra

2. L. Fermo, D. Mezzanotte, and D. Occorsio, pp. 9-23.

On the numerical solution of Volterra integral equations on equispaced nodes

3. Y. Deng, B. Hofmann, and F. Werner, pp. 24-42.

Deautoconvolution in the two-dimensional case

4. S. Noschese, pp. 43-59.

The structured distance to singularity of a symmetric tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix

5. Y. Eidelman and I. Haimovici, pp. 60-88.

The bisection eigenvalue method for unitary Hessenberg matrices via their quasiseparable struc-

ture

6. A. V. Pejcev, pp. 89-98.

A note on “Error bounds of Gaussian quadrature formulae with Legendre weight function for

analytic integrands” by M. M. Spalević et al.

7. G. V. Milovanovic, pp. 99-115.

Orthogonality on the semicircle: Old and new results

8. S. Hubmer, E. Sherina, and R. Ramlau, pp. 116-144.

Characterizations of adjoint Sobolev embedding operators with applications in inverse problems
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9. D. Lj. Djukic, R. M. Mutavdzic Djukic, L. Reichel, and M. M. Spalevic, pp. 145-156.

Optimal averaged Padé-type approximants.

10. M. Donatelli, P. Ferrari, and S. Gazzola, pp. 157-178.

Symmetrization techniques in image deblurring

11. Z. Milovanovic Jeknic, B. Sredojevic, and D. Bojovic, pp. 179-201.

On the numerical solution of an elliptic problem with nonlocal boundary conditions

12. A. Lanza, M. Pragliola, and F. Sgallari, pp. 202-229.

Parameter-free restoration of piecewise smooth images

13. J. Tomanovic, pp. 250-269.

Gauss-type quadrature rules with respect to external zeros of the integrand

14. T. DeLillo, J. Mears, and S. Sahraei, pp. 250-269.

Computation of potential flow in multiply connected domains using conformal mapping

15. J. Chen, V. Dwarka, and C. Vuikx, pp. 250-269.

Amatrix-free parallel solutionmethod for the three-dimensional heterogeneous Helmholtz equa-

tion

16. D. Occorsio, G. Ramella, and W. Themistoclakis, pp. 342-355.

Filtered polynomial interpolation for scaling 3D images

17. M. J. Gander, L. Jakabcin, and M. Outrata, pp. 342-355.

Domain truncation, absorbing boundary conditions, Schur complements, and Pade’ approxima-

tion

18. B. Sredojevic, Z. Milovanovic Jeknic, and D. Bojovic, pp. 342-355.

A finite difference scheme for the approximation of the third initial boundary value parabolic

problem

Topic #7 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: Christian Berg (berg@math.ku.dk)

Subject: Memorial Contribution for Bent Fuglede (1925-2023) by Christian Berg

Obituary for Bent Fuglede

Christian Berg, January 12, 2023.

Bent was PhD advisor to 6 students (includingmyself) at Københavns Universitet, København, Denmark.

Bent received the high school diploma from Skt. Jørgens Gymnasium in 1943, and he graduated from

University of Copenhagen as mag. scient. and cand. mag. in 1948. After employment as scientific

assistant at the Polytechnical Highschool, he was appointed associate professor at the Department of

Mathematics at the University of Copenhagen. Having defended the dissertation “Extremal Length and

Closed Extensions of Partial Differential Operators”, he was appointed professor at Denmark’s Tech-

nical Highschool in 1960.

He returned to the University of Copenhagen as professor in 1965. He started by preparing excellent

lecture notes for Mathematics 6, the major course in functional analysis that completed the first part of

the cand. scient. study in mathematics. In the years that followed, he taught at all levels, always with

a clear and well-worked presentation and with an easy-to-read blackboard script. His accompanying

lecture notes often contained new results and elegant proofs. In 1992 he allowed himself to retire,
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Figure 4: Bent Fuglede (August 10, 1925 - July 12, 2023) is survived by his son Einar and
daughter-in-law Dorthea and two grandsons. Bent’s wife of more than 60 years, Ólafia

Einarsdóttir, died in 2017.

but continued as an active researcher and professor emeritus at the Department of Mathematics and

was active until shortly before his death.

Bent spent the years 1949-51 in the USA and stayed partly at Stanford University and partly at the

Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. It was during the visit at Stanford in November 1949 that

“Fuglede’s Theorem”, was communicated by John von Neumann to the Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences. This result was the first and probably most famous of Fuglede’s many theo-

rems. lt states, that if a bounded operator on a Hilbert space commutes with a normal operator, then

it also commutes with the adjoint operator. It is a surprisingly deep result, which today is included in

all advanced textbooks on operators in Hilbert spaces.

During Bent’s stay at the Institute for Advanced Study, he started collaboration with the American

mathematician Richard V. Kadison on, among other things, determinant theory in infinite dimension.

This led to Kadison coming to Copenhagen, and he gained a lifelong connection to Denmark, because

he met his wife here. The strong position of operator algebra at our Institute is undoubtedly related

to the influence of Kadison. The Fuglede-Kadison determinant continues to be used, e.g., by Lück

in his development of 𝐿2-cohomology and in the construction of the Brown measure for non-normal
operators.

Subsequently, Bent studied partial differential operators, which led to the aforementioned doctoral dis-

sertation, and also to research on potential theory. This theory deals with the solutions to Laplace’s

equation, i.e., harmonic functions, Newton potentials, etc. In this subject, he quickly became a lead-

ing figure worldwide, and he often gave lectures at the potential theory seminar in Paris “Séminaire

Brelot-Choquet-Deny”, named after the three leading French mathematicians in the subject. In the

1960s, Brelot and his students had developed an abstract potential theory called harmonic spaces.

A harmonic space is a locally compact topological space, where a vector space of continuous real-

valued functions is specified for each open subset, modelling the harmonic functions in open sets of

a Euclidean space. Brelot had established a few fundamental axioms that these abstract spaces had

to satisfy in order that many of the key results of potential theory could be deduced. The significance

of the abstract theory was that one could obtain these key results for solution spaces to PDEs related

to the Laplace operator by simply checking the axioms.

In harmonic spaces superharmonic functions can be introduced, but as in the classical theory, these

are not always continuous, but only lower semi-continuous. In 1940, Henri Cartan got the idea to
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replace the classical Euclidean topology by a topology having more open sets, so that superharmonic

functions became continuous. Cartan called this new topology the fine topology. The fine topology

also appears in the theory of Brownian motion and similar stochastic processes, because a finely open

set can be characterized as follows: If the process is in the finely open set at a specific time t0, then

it remains there almost surely for a positive period of time. When Bent succeeded proving that the

fine topology is connected and locally connected, he was inspired to construct what he called “finely

harmonic functions in finely open sets”, and this was the start of a new era in potential theory and

complex analysis. Bent published a comprehensive presentation of the theory in a Springer Lecture

Notes: “Finely Harmonic Functions”, 1972, but already at the International Congress of Mathemati-

cians (ICM) in Nice, 1970, he gave an invited lecture on it.

The topic became “hot”, and was further developed in the following years by Bent himself and with

contributions from many others. Bent experienced the great honour that Heinz Bauer’s plenary lecture

on potential theory at the ICM in Vancouver, 1974, was largely about Fuglede’s fine harmonic theory.

Just as harmonic functions in the plane are closely related to holomorphic functions, Bent succeeded

in developing a rich theory for finely holomorphic functions in finely open sets of the complex plane.

It also turned out that Fuglede’s theory was a natural continuation of Borel’s theory for “monogenic

functions”, which was published as a monograph as early as 1917.

Bent’s work inspired a number of young mathematicians from abroad to new results, e.g., Terry Lyons

(England) and Bernt Øksendal (Norway). Bent corresponded with a large number of mathematicians

from home and abroad, and he was always generous with advice and improvements to manuscript

drafts. He had a rare ability to penetrate the heart of a mathematical problem, and through this, he

was often able to provide a surprising solution to the problem.

In 1974, Bent wrote a paper in the Journal of Functional Analysis: “Commuting self-adjoint par-

tial differential operators and a group theoretic problem”. It has today received 298 citations. The

work, which was inspired by a question from Irving Segal, associates a geometric property of an 𝑛-
dimensional domain𝐺with a property of the Hilbert space 𝐿2(𝐺). The result is later known as Fuglede’s
Conjecture. The Danish mathematician Steen Pedersen from Ohio has published a number of papers

on the subject and later Fields medal recipient Terence Tao published two papers: “Fuglede’s Con-

jecture holds for convex planar domains”, (2001) and “Fuglede’s Conjecture is false in 5 and higher

dimensions”, (2003).

Bent decided to retire in the spring of 1992. He felt his health a little failing after a year’s stay at

the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, where he was accompanied by Ólafia. Fortunately, his

health turned out to be fine and Bent achieved an emeritus period of approx. 30 years, during which

he was very active. Of the 114 of his works mentioned in Math. Sci. Net, approx. 40 is written after

he became emeritus. During this period, he made significant contributions to many different areas,

e.g., isoperimetric inequalities, Riemannian manifolds and moment problems. It should also be men-

tioned that he published a research monograph together with James Eells: “Harmonic maps between

Riemannian Polyhedra”, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics vol. 142, 2001. Together with Natalia Zorii

from Kyiv, he has since 2016 written 8 papers dealing with energy problems with respect to Riesz

kernels, an impressive achievement for a person over 90 years of age.

Bent was a member of the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, the Finnish Academy of Sci-

ences and the Bavarian Academy of Sciences. On his retirement, the department celebrated him with

a symposium. I had the pleasure of telling about Bent’s mathematical results, and there were lectures

by guests from several countries. The Danish Mathematical Society celebrated Bent’s 70th birthday

and named him an honorary member. For a number of years, he was a member of the editorial board

of the journal Expositiones Mathematicae.

With his great and broad knowledge in many areas of mathematics, he was an obvious member of

assessment committees at home and abroad. He has thereby had a great influence on how the de-
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partment of mathematics developed.

Fuglede was active in bringing foreign capacities to the Institute on a one-year basis, includingMasanori

Kishi (Nagoya) and Mikhail Sodin (Kharkiv), both specialists in potential theory. Their appointments

have had a great impact on my own research, and Sodin has subsequently been a regular guest at the

Institute.

All theories have their time and then the interest in them decreases. This also happened to the abstract

theory of harmonic spaces. Fuglede’s theory for finely harmonic functions was formulated in Brelot’s

abstract theory. It was therefore difficult for new generations to utilize and appreciate Fuglede’s the-

ory, and this made Sodin emphasize at regular intervals that Bent should write a new presentation of

the theory about finely harmonic functions, but only in connection with the classical potential theory.

Sodin succeeded in convincing Bent about the project, and he started to prepare a manuscript, which

should include the results of his work on classical fine potential theory done in the period between

1970 and 2010. Bent had for many years corresponded with the Moroccan mathematician Mohamed

El Kadiri about potential theory and invited him to collaborate on the book project “Classical Fine Po-

tential Theory”. They agreed on the collaboration and also to enlarge the scope to include results on

finely holomorphic functions in one or several complex variables as well as a chapter on fine pluripo-

tential theory. They also decided to include their joint recent research on Martin boundary for finely

open sets. At the end of October 2023, the book was sent to Springer Nature.

The mathematical community can look forward to the publication of this fine closing of Bent Fuglede’s

career.

Glory be to his memory.

Topic #8 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: OP SF Net Editors

Subject: Remembrances of Pascal Maroni (1933-2024)

Remembrances of

Pascal Maroni

(January 17, 1933–January 16, 2024).

Below are remembrances of Pascal Maroni from some of his colleagues and students:

Alphonse Magnus; Claude Brezinski; Paco Marcellán; Zélia da Rocha;

Ângela Macedo and Teresa Augusta Mesquita; Ana Loureiro; Lotfi Khériji;

and Khalfa Douak .
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⋆ ⋆ ⋆

My two cents on Pascal Maroni

Alphonse Magnus (alphonse.magnus@uclouvain.be)

An instance of the Maroni’s touch.

Let 𝑃𝑛 and ℙ𝑛 be monic orthogonal polynomials related to the measures 𝑑𝜇(𝑡) and

𝑑 ̃𝜇(𝑡) = 𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
𝑡 − 𝑐

+ 𝜅 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑐) 𝑑𝑡. (1)

As

∫ ℙ𝑛(𝑡)𝑃𝑚(𝑡) 𝑑𝜇(𝑡) = ∫ ℙ𝑛(𝑡)(𝑡 − 𝑐)𝑃𝑚(𝑡)𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
𝑡 − 𝑐

= ∫ ℙ𝑛(𝑡)(𝑡 − 𝑐)𝑃𝑚(𝑡) 𝑑 ̃𝜇(𝑡) = 0, (2)

when𝑚 < 𝑛−1 (the multiplication by 𝑡−𝑐 kills the mass point at 𝑐!) and we have the quasi orthogonality
representation ℙ𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑃𝑛(𝑥) + 𝑐𝑛𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥). What are the 𝑐𝑛s? The 𝑃𝑛s are kernel polynomials, as
𝑑𝜇(𝑡) = (𝑡 − 𝑐) 𝑑 ̃𝜇(𝑡) (same killing), so, by Christoffel-Darboux (Pascal would have written “Darboux-
Christoffel”)

(𝑥 − 𝑐)𝑃𝑛(𝑥) = ℙ𝑛+1(𝑥) −
ℙ𝑛+1(𝑐)
ℙ𝑛(𝑐)

ℙ𝑛(𝑥). (3)

So,

(𝑥 − 𝑐)𝑃𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑃𝑛+1(𝑥) + 𝑐𝑛+1𝑃𝑛(𝑥) −
ℙ𝑛+1(𝑐)
ℙ𝑛(𝑐)

(𝑃𝑛(𝑥) + 𝑐𝑛𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥)), (4)

to compare to the 𝑃𝑛 recurrence relation, for instance

𝑎𝑛 = −
ℙ𝑛+1(𝑐)
ℙ𝑛(𝑐)

𝑐𝑛, (5)

or the equation for the 𝑐𝑛s

𝑎𝑛(𝑃𝑛(𝑐) + 𝑐𝑛𝑃𝑛−1(𝑐)) = −(𝑃𝑛+1(𝑐) + 𝑐𝑛+1𝑃𝑛(𝑐))𝑐𝑛, (6)

etc.

Wimp & Kiesel [7, (1.9), (1.15)] ask when a combination of 𝑃𝑛 and 𝑃𝑛−1 satisfies a recurrence relation
of the required form. We want

ℙ𝑛+1(𝑥) = (𝑥 − ̃𝑏𝑛)ℙ𝑛(𝑥) − ̃𝑎𝑛ℙ𝑛−1(𝑥), (7)

𝑃𝑛+1(𝑥) = (𝑥 − 𝑏𝑛)𝑃𝑛(𝑥) − 𝑎𝑛𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥), (8)

therefore

0 = 𝑃𝑛+1(𝑥)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
(𝑥 − 𝑏𝑛)𝑃𝑛(𝑥) − 𝑎𝑛𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥)

+𝑐𝑛+1𝑃𝑛(𝑥) − (𝑥 − ̃𝑏𝑛){𝑃𝑛(𝑥) + 𝑐𝑛𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥)}

− ̃𝑎𝑛 {𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥) + 𝑐𝑛−1 [𝑃𝑛−2(𝑥) = −𝑃𝑛(𝑥) + (𝑥 − 𝑏𝑛−1)𝑃𝑛−1(𝑥)
𝑎𝑛−1

]} . (9)

Whence [7, §2],

𝑥 − 𝑏𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛+1 − (𝑥 − ̃𝑏𝑛) + ̃𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑛−1
𝑎𝑛−1

= −𝑎𝑛 − (𝑥 − ̃𝑏𝑛)𝑐𝑛 − ̃𝑎𝑛 − ̃𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑛−1(𝑥 − 𝑏𝑛−1)
𝑎𝑛−1

≡ 0. (10)
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They solve these equations, and more difficult ones too, by computer algebra.

Even the great Wolfgang Hahn has to struggle a short while with this problem [4, pp. 95-96], [5, (7), (8)],

finding that 𝑐𝑛 is a ratio of solutions of the 3-term recurrence relation for 𝑃𝑛. Whereas Pascal solves
the problem in a matter of seconds [6, p. 225], in showing “il faut et il suffit” that ℙ𝑛 be orthogonal to
constants, so, that

𝑐𝑛 = −
∫ 𝑃𝑛(𝑡) 𝑑 ̃𝜇(𝑡)
∫ 𝑃𝑛−1 𝑑 ̃𝜇(𝑡)

, (11)

where 𝑛 = 1, 2, … , and that

∫ 𝑃𝑛(𝑡)𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
𝑡 − 𝑐

, (12)

is the numerator polynomial, or the first associated orthogonal polynomial 𝑁𝑛(𝑐)+ a constant times

𝑃𝑛(𝑐).

About forms. Pascal writes 𝐿𝑓 for the more familiar (to whom?) measure writing

∫ 𝑓(𝑡) 𝑑𝜇(𝑡). (13)

Let 𝑀𝑓 be our

∫ 𝑓(𝑡)
𝑡 − 𝑐

𝑑𝜇(𝑡), (14)

with (𝑥 − 𝑐)𝑀 applied to a test function 𝑓 gives 𝐿𝑓 of course, but Maroni’s (𝑥 − 𝑐)−1𝐿𝑓 is NOT 𝑀𝑓, it
gives 𝐿 applied to

𝑓(𝑡) − 𝑓(𝑐)
𝑡 − 𝑐

, (15)

corresponding to
𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
𝑡 − 𝑐

− 𝑚0 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑐) 𝑑𝑡, (16)

where 𝑚0 is the zeroth moment of 𝑑𝜇/(𝑡 − 𝑐). This is reminiscent of the formula of the numerator
polynomials: in terms of Kiesel & Wimps’s favorite representations by Stieltjes functions (my favorite

too)

𝐹(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
𝑥 − 𝑡

, (17)

the numerator, or associated, polynomial 𝑁𝑛 is the polynomial part of

𝐹(𝑥)𝑃𝑛(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑃𝑛(𝑥)
𝑥 − 𝑡

𝑑𝜇(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑃𝑛(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑛(𝑥)
𝑡 − 𝑥

𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

𝑁𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑃 (1)
𝑛−1(𝑥)

+ ∫ 𝑃𝑛(𝑡)
𝑥 − 𝑡

𝑑𝜇(𝑡)
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

𝑄𝑛(𝑥) = 𝒪(𝑥−𝑛−1)

, (18)

so that

𝑁𝑛(𝑐) = (𝑥 − 𝑐)−1𝐿𝑃𝑛. (19)

Where are the forms coming from? They became often used since the 1980s [1], [2] and of course [6].

Shall we speak of a French touch? Pascal thought highly of Geronimus [3].
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⋆ ⋆ ⋆

A luminous human being

Claude Brezinski (claude.brezinski@univ-lille.fr)

Pascal Maroni died in Paris on 16 January 2024, one day before his 91th anniversary. Pascal was born

on 17 January 1933 in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland. When he was nineteen, he came to Paris to

study at the Faculté des sciences where he obtained a Licence de mathématiques in 1957, followed

by a diploma in celestial mechanics in 1958. Then he entered the Centre national de la recherche

scientifique (CNRS) as a researcher in the Institut Blaise Pascal. There, in 1967, he defended a Thèse

de doctorat ès sciences mathématiques under the guidance of René de Possel, one of the founders and

first member of Bourbaki’s group. The title was Sur l’équation de Chandrasekhar. When the institute

was dissolved, Pascal joined the Laboratoire d’analyse numérique (now Laboratoire Jacques-Louis Li-

ons) at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris where he remainder for his entire career becoming

a Directeur de recherche at the CNRS in 1998.

Pascal first worked on numerical methods for integral equations with a special interest to Gaussian

quadratures, which led him to the theory of orthogonal polynomials and special functions. He was

close to Gérard Petiau, a renowned specialist of these functions. He began to organize a research

group, which regularly met in his office, and to supervise theses in France, Spain, Tunisia and Por-

tugal, where he was very much appreciated. He also managed to invite several foreign students for

working stays with him in Paris. I’ve seen that they often remember these stays and are always grateful

to Pascal for his invitations.

Over the years, Pascal built up an algebraic theory of orthogonal polynomials based on notions coming

out from functional analysis, a work highly recognized by the international community, and often used

without referring to him. He was one of the organizers of the first international congress on Orthog-

onal Polynomials and Applications held in Bar-le-Duc (France), 15-18 October 1984. He participated
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in a number of the annual French Colloques d’analyse numérique, and it is at the one held in Besse-en

Chandesse (the village where the Bourbaki’s group met in the 1950s) that I first met him in 1970. He

also attended several international congresses where he gave invited talks. He published around one

hundred papers.

Pascal also taught post-graduate courses at the École centrale in Paris, at the Université Claude Bernard

in Lyon and in his own laboratory in Paris.

Pascal was a highly cultivated mathematician, but his knowledge extended far beyond this domain.

He was interested in everything and was able to have discussions on almost all topics. He was a warm

and charming person and a luminous human being.

We miss him.

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

In memoriam. Pascal Maroni (1933-2024)

Paco Marcellán (pacomarc@ing.uc3m.es)

Last January 16th we received from Claude Brezinski the sad news announcing that Pascal Maroni

passed away in Paris just the day before his 91th birthday. We were first shocked with the death of

André Ronveaux in December 2023 since they are both very good friends and scientific collaborators.

They were involved in the organization of many meetings like the Bar-le-Duc, France, conference

Polynômes Orthogonaux et Applications, held in 1984, which was the starting point of the OPSFA

symposia series.

The first time I met Pascal was in Bar-le-Duc and between 1985 and 1996 we shared nice scientific

and human times. I visited Université Pierre et Marie Curie in the period October 1987-February 1988

and I learned a lot in the weekly seminar conducted by Pascal, where his PhD students explained the

progress of their Doctoral Dissertations, as well as in conversations during lunch time and after the

activities in the university. We wrote two papers together and as well, as he visited Spain several times

on the occasion of Spanish meetings on Orthogonal Polynomials, which contributed to consolidate a

solid community on this topic in my country. During the years 1989 and 1990 our activity was sup-

ported by a Spain-France Bilateral Grant that allowed mobility of people of our teams as well as to

organize joint meetings. I enjoyed the friendly atmosphere created by Pascal and without any doubt

he contributed so much to my scientific career.

Let me now describe some relevant points of Pascal’s scientific life. His Doctoral Dissertation with title,

La Résolution du système de Chandrasekhar, was defended in 1967 in the Université de Paris-Sorbonne

and supervised by René de Possel, head of the Laboratoire de Calcul Numérique in the Institut Blaise

Pascal in Paris. In 1959 de Possel was appointed as the first Chair of Numerical Analysis in the Faculté

des Sciences de Paris. It is also very relevant to point out that de Possel was a former PhD student of

Constantin Carathéodory. Pascal was a member of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

(CNRS) in the Institut Blaise Pascal from 1959 and CNRS Directeur de Recherches from 1998 as well

as a member of the Laboratoire Jacques-Louis Lions, the former Laboratoire d’Analyse Numérique in

Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris VI.

According to MathSciNet Pascal authored 96 papers with 1452 citations. His most cited paper, with 217

citations, is P. Maroni, Une théorie algébrique des polynômes orthogonaux. Application aux polynômes

orthogonaux semi-classiques, IMACS Ann. Comput. Appl. Math., 9 J. C. Baltzer A.G., Basel, 1991,

95–130. It was published in the Proceedings of the meeting held in Erice, Italy, in 1990, where Pas-

cal was one of the Plenary speakers. Therein exists a wide approach to the properties of what are

known today as semiclassical orthogonal polynomials based on linear functionals rather than integral
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Figure 5: left-to-right: Paco Marcellán, Said Belmehdi, André Ronveaux, Charles-

Michel Marle, Pascal Maroni, Lance L. Littlejohn, and Claude Brezinski.

representations, emphasizing the intrinsic relations that may exist between the functionals under con-

sideration, either in the vector space of polynomial functions or in the vector space of formal power

series isomorphic to it. This is a masterpiece written in French that can be considered as the main

reference in the topic. Semiclassical orthogonal polynomials are characterized by the fact that the

corresponding linear functional satisfies a Pearson equation and in this way, the concept of class is

introduced. It allows to establish a hierarchy. In the bottom you have the classical orthogonal polyno-

mials (Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi and Bessel) as semiclassical of class 0. It constitutes an alternative to

the Askey Tableau based on the hypergeometric character. As a generalization of semiclassical linear

functionals, Pascal considered the so called Laguerre-Hahn classes and devoted many papers to such

a topic.

Another important contribution is P. Maroni, L’orthogonalité et les récurrences de polynômes d’ordre

supérieur à deux, Ann. Fac. Sci. Toulouse Math. (5) 10 (1989), no. 1, 105–139, a pioneering work

on the so called 𝑑-orthogonal polynomials, i.e., where the orthogonality is defined in terms of vector
linear functionals. This research line is a part of the theory of multiple orthogonal polynomials that has

received the attention of many people interested on their structural properties and their applications

in Padé-Hermite approximation and Gaussian quadrature rules.

On the other side, I would like to emphasize the powerful and successful activity by Pascal. In France

he supervised 2 Thèses d’État, 6 Thèses de Doctorat and 13 Thèses de Troisième Cycle as well as being

a co-supervisor of 4 Thèses d’État. In Tunisia he supervised 2 Thèse d’État and 6 Thèses d’Université

and in Portugal, he co-supervised 4 Doctoral Theses with Zelia da Rocha, Universidade de Porto. We

co-supervised in 1989 the Doctoral Dissertation On differential properties of orthogonal polynomials

on the unit circle by Carmen Tasis, defended in Universidad de Cantabria, Santander, Spain. It was

the result of a fruitful stay of Carmen in Université Pierre et Marie Curie in 1988 in the framework of

a joint Project with Pascal dealing with the construction of semiclassical orthogonal polynomials on
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the unit circle. Notice that in the paper F. Marcellán, P. Maroni, Orthogonal polynomials on the unit

circle and their derivatives, Constr. Approx. 7 (1991), no. 3, 341–348, we proved that the monomial

polynomials associated with the Lebesgue measure on the unit circle, constitute the only “classical”

orthogonal polynomials with respect to Hermitian linear functionals on the unit circle. Pascal was also

a member of the Committees of several Doctoral Dissertations defended in Spanish universities from

1989 to 1996. On my side, I was a member of the Committee of the Thèse d’État Formes linéaires

et polynômes orthogonaux semiclassiques de classe 𝑠 = 1. Description and classification (249 pages),

defended on October 1st , 1990, at Université Pierre et Marie Curie and supervised by Pascal. In the

enclosed picture you can identify the other members of the Committee (A. Ronveaux, C. M. Marle, L.

L. Littlejohn, and C. Brezinski).

From 2001, Pascal was involved in an ambitious collaboration research project with Portuguese math-

ematicians. He regularly visited Porto University as well as Tras-os-Montes e Alto Douro, Aveiro and

Coimbra universities, contributing to consolidate a strong community working on orthogonal poly-

nomials Portugal. A recognition of this commitment by Pascal was the Special Session on his life and

work in the framework of the National meeting of the Sociedade Portuguesa de Matematica held in

Bragança in July 2018, organized by Kenier Castillo (Universidade de Coimbra) and Ana Isabel Mendes

(Instituto Politécnico de Leiria). I strongly recommend to read the contents of the contributions of this

homage at the following link.

The memory of Pascal will remain in the mind and hearts of those who shared with him very nice

moments.

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Last seminar in Porto

Zélia da Rocha (mrdioh@fc.up.pt)

It was with deep sadness that I received the news of Pascal Maroni’s passing away, through Claude

Brezinski and Khalfa Douak, on the eve of what could have been his ninety-first birthday.

Pascal was in Porto last July on the occasion of the inauguration of the bibliographic exhibition that the

Library of the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Porto dedicated to him [1], and also to participate

in an event in which he gave a memorable talk entitled “Quelques remarques au sujet de la décom-

position quadratique d’une suite de Laguerre” [2]. During that stay, I had the opportunity to discuss

with him a recent work co-authored by our former Ph.D. students Ângela Macedo and Teresa Mesquita

about general quadratic and cubic polynomial decompositions (defended in 2004 and 2010, respec-

tively). The clarity of his mathematical reasoning and arguments was admirable despite his advanced

age. In addition to these students, we had two others: Isabel Nicolau who worked on the inverse

problem of the product of a regular form by a polynomial, and Ana Filipa Loureiro who devoted herself

to the generalization of Hahn’s problem and corresponding Appell sequences (defended in 2004 and

2009, respectively). I remember with appreciation the moments of discovery and scientific enthusiasm

that we shared in supervising those theses. Also, I would like to mention so interesting seminars and

communications that Pascal presented, not only at the University of Porto, but also at the Universities

of Tràs-os-Montes e Alto Douro, Coimbra, and Aveiro.

I greatly value the joint work we developed, which dealt with the application of symbolic computations

in obtaining connection coefficients for several kinds of orthogonal polynomials, and in the character-

ization of perturbed second-degree forms, in addition to other subjects we treated in partnership with

our students. Finally, I refer to the course he taught in the first years of our collaboration, in which

he explained the foundations of the algebraic theory of orthogonal polynomials he introduced in the

mid-eighties [3]. Postgraduate students and colleagues from several departments regularly attended

this excellent course.
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Figure 6: Pascal Maroni attending the “First Seminars of the Portuguese Group on

Special Functions, Orthogonal Polynomials and Applications” in the Library of the

Faculty of Sciences of the University of Porto, Portugal, on July, 12th 2023.
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Recognizing his outstanding scientific activity and contribution, the Portuguese Mathematics Society

honored him at the 2018 meeting [4], and an interview was published in Gazeta da Matemática [5]. In

the same year, he was also honored by the University of Porto, which recorded a live interview, so now

we can all remember and appreciate his image and reports on his scientific journey [6].

I had the privilege of collaborating with Pascal Maroni for more than 20 years [7] and benefiting from

his deep mathematical knowledge and experience in the academic world. For all I have learned from

him, I will be eternally grateful.

Figure 7: From left to right: Pascal Maroni, Ana Filipa Loureiro, and Zélia da Rocha

some moments after Filipa’s doctoral thesis defense at the Departement of Mathe-

matics of the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Porto, in 2009.
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The relevance of second-degree forms according to Pascal Maroni

Zélia da Rocha (mrdioh@fc.up.pt)

Second-degree forms are regular forms whose formal Stieltjes function is

𝑆(𝑢)(𝑧) ∶= − ∑
𝑛≥0

(𝑢)𝑛
𝑧𝑛+1 ,

where (𝑢)𝑛 = ⟨𝑢, 𝑥𝑛⟩ denote the moments of the form 𝑢, satisfies the following quadratic equation

𝐵(𝑧)𝑆2(𝑢)(𝑧) + 𝐶(𝑧)𝑆(𝑢)(𝑧) + 𝐷(𝑧) = 0 ,

with certain polynomials 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷 [4].

These forms possess the remarkable property of being semi-classical because they satisfy an affine

Stieltjes equation [4, 5]

𝐴(𝑧)𝑆′(𝑢)(𝑧) = 𝐶(𝑧)𝑆(𝑢)(𝑧) + �̂�(𝑧) , (20)

whose coefficients can be determined from 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷 as follows

𝐴(𝑧) = 𝐵(𝑧){𝐶2(𝑧) − 4𝐵(𝑧)𝐷(𝑧)} ,

𝐶(𝑧) = 2𝐵(𝑧){𝐵′(𝑧)𝐷(𝑧) − 𝐷′(𝑧)𝐵(𝑧)} + 𝐶(𝑧){𝐶′(𝑧)𝐵(𝑧) − 𝐵′(𝑧)𝐶(𝑧)} ,

�̂�(𝑧) = 𝐵(𝑧){𝐶′(𝑧)𝐷(𝑧) − 𝐷′(𝑧)𝐶(𝑧)} + 𝐷(𝑧){𝐶′(𝑧)𝐵(𝑧) − 𝐵′(𝑧)𝐶(𝑧)} .

We recall that equation (20) constitutes one of the characterizations of semi-classical forms [4]. Con-

sequently, the polynomial sequence {𝑃𝑛(𝑥)}𝑛≥0 orthogonal with respect to 𝑢 verifies a linear differential
equation of order two of the following type

𝐽(𝑥; 𝑛)𝑃 ″
𝑛+1(𝑥) + 𝐾(𝑥; 𝑛)𝑃 ′

𝑛+1(𝑥) + 𝐿(𝑥; 𝑛)𝑃𝑛+1(𝑥) = 0 , 𝑛 ≥ 0 ,
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with deg 𝐽(⋅; 𝑛) ≤ 2𝑠 + 2, deg𝐾(⋅; 𝑛) ≤ 2𝑠 + 1, deg𝐿(⋅; 𝑛) ≤ 2𝑠, 𝑛 ≥ 0, being 𝑠 the class of the form. These
coefficients are given by

𝐽(𝑥; 𝑛) = 𝐴(𝑥)�̂�𝑛+1(𝑥) ,

𝐾(𝑥; 𝑛) = 𝐶0(𝑥)�̂�𝑛+1(𝑥) − 𝑊(𝐴, �̂�𝑛+1)(𝑥) ,

𝐿(𝑥; 𝑛) = 𝑊 (1
2

(𝐶𝑛+1 − 𝐶0), �̂�𝑛+1) (𝑥) − �̂�𝑛+1(𝑥)
𝑛

∑
𝜈=0

�̂�𝜈(𝑥) ,

where 𝑊(𝑓, 𝑔) represents the Wronskian of 𝑓 and 𝑔 [4].

Furthermore, second-degree forms constitute a closed set for the most common transformations of

sequences such as shifting, association, and perturbation, as well as, for the inverse of a form, and

the product of a form by a polynomial [4]. In other words, a transformation of a second-degree form

by one of these operations remains of second-degree and consequently, it is semi-classical.

Among the classical sequences (Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi, and Bessel), only certain Jacobi forms,

𝐽(𝑘 − 1
2 , 𝑙 − 1

2), 𝑘 + 𝑙 ≥ 0, 𝑘, 𝑙 ∈ ℤ, are of second-degree, in which the four families of Chebyshev are
included [1]. Therefore, it is possible to construct new semi-classical sequences from those second-

degree families by applying the transformations mentioned (see, for example, [6, 7]). In more complex

cases, it may be necessary to use symbolic computations to obtain closed formulas for the coefficients

of the differential equation [2, 3]. On the other side, identifying a given sequence as transformed of a

second-degree family may facilitate the study of its properties.

At last, it is worth mentioning that second-degree forms lie at the boundary between semi-classical

and Laguerre-Hahn forms as they belong to both sets [4].
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Remembrance of Pascal Maroni:
Quadratic and cubic decompositions of a given monic polynomial sequence

Â. Macedo (amacedo@utad.pt) and

T. A. Mesquita (teresa.mesquita@fc.up.pt, taugusta.mesquita@gmail.com)

The quadratic decomposition of a symmetric orthogonal polynomial sequence into two polynomial

sequences was firstly proposed by Carlitz and Chihara [1, 3].

In the early 1990s, Pascal Maroni dedicated two papers to the study of a full quadratic decomposition

(QD) of an orthogonal monic polynomial sequence (monic PS) [8, 10], following the work presented by

Laura & Theodore Chihara [4]. Later on, in collaboration with Ângela Macedo, he addressed several

questions regarding a generalization of that quadratic decomposition that is defined through a monic

quadratic polynomial [14]

𝜔(𝑥) = 𝑥2 + 𝑝𝑥 + 𝑞 , 𝑝, 𝑞 ∈ ℂ ,

and a constant 𝑎 ∈ ℂ, so that we can always associate to any given monic PS {𝑊𝑛}𝑛≥0 two further monic

PS {𝑃𝑛}𝑛≥0 and {𝑅𝑛}𝑛≥0 and two additional sequences of polynomials {𝑎𝑛}𝑛≥0 and {𝑏𝑛}𝑛≥0 by means

of the following unique QD:

𝑊2𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑃𝑛(𝜔(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑎𝑛−1(𝜔(𝑥)),
𝑊2𝑛+1(𝑥) = 𝑏𝑛(𝜔(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑅𝑛(𝜔(𝑥)),

where deg (𝑎𝑛(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛 , deg (𝑏𝑛(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛 , 𝑛 ≥ 0 , and 𝑎−1(𝑥) = 0 .

In his research work, the 𝑑-orthogonal polynomials were another subject of high interest (e.g., [7],
[9]), namely, we may read about some families of 𝑑-orthogonal polynomials in the work with Khalfa
Douak [5, 11, 12, 13]. Most in particular, in some of these references we can find, by means of the

notion of 𝑑-symmetry, a natural cubic decomposition for the 2-orthogonal and 2-symmetric polyno-
mial sequences.

Not long after, it was explored a general cubic decomposition [15] that provides nine polynomial

sequences divided into two sets: three principal components and six secondary components, together

with six parameters, generalizing [6] and revisiting [2]. More precisely, fixing a monic cubic polynomial

𝜛(𝑥) = 𝑥3 + 𝑝𝑥2 + 𝑞𝑥 + 𝑟,

and three constants 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐, it was proved that for any monic PS {𝑊𝑛}𝑛≥0, there are three monic

PS {𝑃𝑛}𝑛≥0, {𝑄𝑛}𝑛≥0 and {𝑅𝑛}𝑛≥0, and six other sequences of polynomials {𝑎1
𝑛}𝑛≥0, {𝑎2

𝑛}𝑛≥0, {𝑏1
𝑛}𝑛≥0,

{𝑏2
𝑛}𝑛≥0, {𝑐1

𝑛}𝑛≥0 and {𝑐2
𝑛}𝑛≥0, such that

𝑊3𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑃𝑛(𝜛(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑎1
𝑛−1(𝜛(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑏)(𝑥 − 𝑐)𝑎2

𝑛−1(𝜛(𝑥)),

𝑊3𝑛+1(𝑥) = 𝑏1
𝑛(𝜛(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑄𝑛(𝜛(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑏)(𝑥 − 𝑐)𝑏2

𝑛−1(𝜛(𝑥)),

𝑊3𝑛+2(𝑥) = 𝑐1
𝑛(𝜛(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑎)𝑐2

𝑛(𝜛(𝑥)) + (𝑥 − 𝑏)(𝑥 − 𝑐)𝑅𝑛(𝜛(𝑥)),

with 𝑎1
−1(𝑥) = 𝑎2

−1(𝑥) = 𝑏2
−1(𝑥) = 0; deg (𝑎1

𝑛−1(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛 − 1, deg (𝑎2
𝑛−1(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛 − 1, deg (𝑏1

𝑛(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛,
deg (𝑏2

𝑛−1(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛 − 1, deg (𝑐1
𝑛(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛 and deg (𝑐2

𝑛(𝑥)) ≤ 𝑛, for 𝑛 ≥ 0.

As established by the research contributions of many authors over the last decades, the quadratic and

the cubic decompositions, either with a simple or parameterized layout, became fruitful methods of

constructing new polynomial sequences featuring interesting properties depending on the specifics of

the given sequence (e.g., [16]).
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The magic of the algebraic theory of orthogonal polynomials

Ana Loureiro (A.Loureiro@kent.ac.uk)

Figure 8: Pascal Maroni in his office at LJLL in Paris VI.

Pascal was my PhD supervisor and a great friend. Pascal was an inspirational source of knowledge

scientifically and as person. A remarkably cultivated man, an authentic character, with a judicious

mind, who payed an enormous attention to detail and to the context. After meeting Pascal during

my masters at the University of Porto, I then embarked on a joyful journey of research in orthogonal

polynomials and special functions. Pascal was an excellent supervisor, giving the freedom of explor-

ing ideas whilst guiding by asking questions and listening to ideas, patiently discussing whether these

would lead to interesting problems. I cherish all our discussions dearly and gratefully.

Starting in the 80s and then throughout the 90s, Pascal developed the algebraic theory of orthogonal

polynomials. Several of the key ideas were depicted in the french written paper [6]. The algebraic

approach was thoroughly applied in the study of extensions and generalisations of standard orthog-

onality, most relevantly, weak orthogonality, quasi-orthogonality and 𝑑-orthogonality, whilst embed-
ding the concepts of Hahn-classical, semiclassical, Laguerre-Hahn polynomials (and forms), among

others. The techniques rely heavily on functional operations, and on a joyful interplay between the

polynomial sequence and the corresponding dual sequence. Pascal’s prolegomenon to semiclassical

polynomials [4] (which was completed soon after [3]) is a landmark for several emerging approaches

that followed after. In [4] Pascal describes semiclassical polynomials as orthogonal polynomials such

that the sequence of its derivatives is quasi-orthogonal. From here he goes on to obtain a structural

relation and then a second order differential equation, whose coefficients are recursively defined. One

feature of Pascal’s work is the mathematical detail in his contributions, setting all the notations, def-

initions and results extremely precise. One may eventually see his papers as potentially challenging
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to read, but undoubtedly resourceful. A good, but very short, summary of the outcome of playing in

the Maroni’s linear functional wonderland is [7].

Research on higher order recurrence relations was another theme that Pascal contributed consider-

ably, with a debut in [1] followed by [5]. The contributions then followed in some other papers jointly

authored with Khalfa Douak, where they gave a characterisation of Hahn-classical 𝑑-orthogonal poly-
nomials. These are essentially multiple orthogonal polynomials of type II for 𝑑 measures and whose
indexes lie on the step line. The corresponding type I multiple orthogonal functions can be mapped

to the dual sequence of 𝑑-orthogonal polynomials. Along the way they offered an array of techniques
and tools to address several characterisation and classification problems in the world of 𝑑-orthogonal
polynomials.

Pascal was always taking his analysis very seriously, and is calculations in his neat handwriting were

incredibly accurate (without using any symbolic computational aids). He would normally check and

recheck his work to the fine detail.

On a personal level, Pascal was a very cultivated gentleman, with a great sense of humour and always

ready for a bonne soirée. A very kind and generous soul and a fantastic friend. I feel fortunate to have

met Pascal and I cherish all the moments we spent together.

Figure 9: From left to right: Isabel Nicolau, Ana F. Loureiro, and Pascal Maroni in a

congress at the University of Tràs-os-Montes e Alto Douro, Vila Real, Portugal.

Thank you Pascal for all your contributions and all that you offered us.
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Figure 10: Ana Loureiro and Pascal Maroni in Paris, June 2023.
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In loving memory of my Master Pascal Maroni (1933-2024)

Lotfi Khériji (kheriji@yahoo.fr, lotfi.kheriji@ipeiem.utm.tn)

Tunis El Manar University

In loving memory of my Master Pascal Maroni (1933-2024),

Founder of the research group in orthogonal polynomials at Gabès University, Tunisia in 1995.

In the realm of orthogonal polynomials, Pascal Maroni stands as a revered figure, leaving behind a

legacy marked by his profound contributions and unwavering passion for mathematical exploration.

As a dedicated researcher, Maroni’s work illuminated the intricate world of orthogonal polynomials,

unraveling their mathematical nuances and expanding the boundaries of understanding. Beyond the

equations and theorems, his Tunisian PhD students fondly remember his warm spirit and genuine

enthusiasm for sharing knowledge. Also, they often reflect on the collaborative moments spent with

Maroni, where his insights and kindness created an environment of intellectual camaraderie. Pascal

Maroni’s loving memory endures not only through the enduring impact of his research but also in the

hearts of those who were fortunate to witness his brilliance and experience his generous mentorship

in the fascinating domain of orthogonal polynomials.

On behalf of his Tunisian PhD students.

Peace to your soul, dear master.

⋆ ⋆ ⋆

To remember Pascal Maroni

Khalfa Douak (khalfa_douak@yahoo.fr)

I first met Pascal Maroni over forty years ago, when he was Director of Research at CNRS, and member

of the Laboratoire d’Analyse Numérique at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie-Paris VI (now Laboratoire

J.L. Lions Sorbonne Université Campus Pierre et Marie Curie Paris). As one of his PhD students, I got

to know him better over the years, and even more so as I became a close collaborator. Together we

maintained a research collaboration until his death. Our close relationship over the years turned into

a great friendship.

Pascal Maroni was first of all my supervisor for my P.h.D. thesis, defended in 1988, then my mentor

who constantly supported and encouraged me to pursue research in the field of orthogonal polyno-

mials and special functions, and more particularly in the recent field of d-orthogonality, which still

remains to be explored. Benefiting from his advice and the many fruitful discussions I had with him, I

continued my research work until I submitted my Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches in 2003.

Throughout his scientific career, P. Maroni has supervised numerous theses in France, Tunisia and

Portugal. In France, he organized a weekly seminar in his office to lead a working group on orthog-

onal polynomials and special functions. I gladly took part in most of these seminars, and did so for

many years. On the other hand, and within the same framework, he had often welcomed some of

the specialists in the field for joint work sessions that were varied and rich in exchanges. On many

occasions, these meetings led to close collaboration on various scientific projects, resulting in numer-

ous publications. With his paper L’orthogonalité et les récurrences de polynômes d’ordre supérieur

à deux, Ann. Fac. Sci. Toulouse Math. (5) 10 (1989), no. 1, 105–139, P. Maroni is considered as a

precursor of the d-orthogonality notion. All our joint work is carried out within this framework.
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Figure 11: Pascal Maroni and Khalfa Douak in Pascal’s office at LJLL, 2005.

Personally, after having introduced me to research, Pascal Maroni has been a constant source of en-

couragement and advice to me. I have learned a great deal from him. So, I’d like to take this oppor-

tunity to express my deep gratitude to him once again, and above all to pay him a great tribute. I

always remember him as a deeply human man, warm and attentive to others, open to discussions on

the various questions we asked ourselves or the problems we had to deal with together.
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This list has been separated into two categories.

OP-SF Net Subscriber E-Prints

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00556

The evaluation of a definite integral by the method of brackets illustrating its flexibility

Ivan Gonzalez, John Lopez Santander, Victor H. Moll

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00752

A note on Laguerre truncated polynomials and quadrature formula

Juan C. García-Ardila, Francisco Marcellán

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.01971

Bordered and Framed Toeplitz and Hankel Determinants with Applications to Integrable Probability

Roozbeh Gharakhloo, Karl Liechty
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.02515

Limits of Bessel functions for root systems as the rank tends to infinity

Dominik Brennecken, Margit Rösler

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.02820

Quasi-Jacobi forms, Appell-Lerch functions, and false theta functions as 𝑞-brackets of functions on
partitions

Kathrin Bringmann, Jan-Willem van Ittersum, Jonas Kaszian

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.03608

The ultraspherical rectangular collocation method and its convergence

Thomas Trogdon

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.04586

Quasi-exactly solvable potentials in Wigner-Dunkl quantum mechanics

C. Quesne

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08470

Hypergeometric Solutions of Linear Difference Systems

Moulay Barkatou, Mark van Hoeij, Johannes Middeke, Yi Zhou

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08481

Determinant evaluations inspired by Di Francesco’s determinant for twenty-vertex configurations

Christoph Koutschan, Christian Krattenthaler, Michael Schlosser

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08514

Beyond Weisfeiler-Lehman: A Quantitative Framework for GNN Expressiveness

Bohang Zhang, Jingchu Gai, Yiheng Du, Qiwei Ye, Di He, Liwei Wang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.09562

On an identity by Ercolani, Lega, and Tippings

Maxim L. Yattselev

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.10130

Biorthogonal measures, polymer partition functions, and random matrices

Mattia Cafasso, Tom Claeys

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12110

Differentiation of integral Mittag-Leffler and integral Wright functions with respect to parameters

Alexander Apelblat, Juan Luis González-Santander

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12083

Evaluations of ∑∞
𝑘=1

𝑥𝑘

𝑘2(3𝑘
𝑘 ) and related series

Zhi-Wei Sun, Yajun Zhou

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12430

Enumerating Seating Arrangements that Obey Social Distancing

George Spahn, Doron Zeilberger

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14099

On a transformation of triple 𝑞-series and Rogers–Hecke type series
Zhi-Guo Liu
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14197

Proof of conjectures on series with summands involving (2𝑘
𝑘 )8𝑘/((3𝑘

𝑘 )(6𝑘
3𝑘))

Zhi-Wei Sun, Yajun Zhou

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.16314

Creative Telescoping for Hypergeometric Double Sums

Peter Paule, Carsten Schneider

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.16671

Resurgence in the transition region: The incomplete gamma function

Gergő Nemes

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.17209

Unveiling new perspectives of hypergeometric functions using umbral techniques

Giuseppe Dattoli, Mehnaz Haneef, Subuhi Khan, Silvia Licciardi

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.17220

Leading coefficient in the Hankel determinants related to binomial and 𝑞-binomial transforms
Shane Chern, Lin Jiu, Shuhan Li, Liuquan Wang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.17446

The distribution of the product of independent variance-gamma random variables

Robert E. Gaunt, Siqi Li

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.17674

Generalized Gauss-Rys orthogonal polynomials

Juan C. García-Ardila, Francisco Marcellán

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.00590

On the connected coalition number

Xiaxia Guan, Maoqun Wang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.01237

A functional model and tridiagonalisation for symmetric anti-linear operators

Alexander Pushnitski, František Štampach

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.03205

Bad Science Matrices

Stefan Steinerberger

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.03381

On zero behavior of higher-order Sobolev-type discrete 𝑞-Hermite I orthogonal polynomials
Edmundo J. Huertas, Alberto Lastra, Anier Soria-Lorente, Víctor Soto-Larrosa

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.04392

Factorial Basis Method for 𝑞-Series Applications
Antonio Jiménez-Pastor, Ali Kemal Uncu

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.04684

Towards a Parallel Summation Algorithm

Shaoshi Chen, Ruyong Feng, Manuel Kauers, Xiuyun Li
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05363

A short proof for Rankin–Cohen brackets and generating operators

Toshiyuki Kobayashi, Michael Pevzner

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05831

Positive orthogonalizing weights on the unit circle for the generalized Bessel polynomials

Sergey M. Zagorodnyuk

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.05938

The Jackson-Richmond 4CT Constant is EXACTLY 10/27

Shalosh B. Ekhad, Doron Zeilberger

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.06253

Mizuno’s rank three Nahm sums I: identities of index (1, 1, 2)
Boxue Wang, Liuquan Wang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07202

Spectral Gaps for Jacobi Matrices on Graphs

Jonathan Breuer, Eyal Seelig

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07348

Carleman estimates for higher step Grushin operators

Hendrik De Bie, Pan Lian

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07706

Wiener-Hopf factorizations and matrix-valued orthogonal polynomials

Arno B. J. Kuijlaars, Mateusz Piorkowski

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.07740

The double gamma function and Vladimir Alekseevsky

Yury A. Neretin

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.08340

Limiting behaviour of MacMahon-like 𝑞-series
Kathrin Bringmann, William Craig, Jan-Willem van Ittersum, Badri Vishal Pandey

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.08378

A complete Bernstein function related to the fractal dimension of Pascal’s pyramid modulo a prime

Christian Berg

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.08783

Remarks on MacMahon’s 𝑞-series
Ken Ono, Ajit Singh

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.10970

On Some Convexity Questions of Handelman

Brian Simanek

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.11233

Asymptotics of the determinant of the modified Bessel functions and the second Painlevé equation

Yu Chen, Shuai-Xia Xu, Yu-Qiu Zhao
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.11529

Bailey pairs, radial limits of 𝑞-hypergeometric false theta functions, and a conjecture of Hikami
Jeremy Lovejoy, Rishabh Sarma

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.11758

Conformally rigid graphs

Stefan Steinerberger, Rekha R. Thomas

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.12549

On the 𝑘th smallest part of a partition into distinct parts
Rajat Gupta, Noah Lebowitz-Lockard, Joseph Vandehey

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.13202

A Note on Approximate Hadamard Matrices

Stefan Steinerberger

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.14132

The symmetric Dunkl-classical orthogonal polynomials revisited

Khalfa Douak

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.14537

McMahon-type asymptotic expansions of the zeros of the Coulomb wave functions

Amparo Gil, Javier Segura, Nico M. Temme

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.15063

Efficient Evaluations of Weighted Sums over the Boolean Lattice inspired by conjectures of Berti, Corsi,

Maspero, and Ventura

Shalosh B. Ekhad, Doron Zeilberger

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.15190

Asymptotics of the Smallest Eigenvalue Distributions of Freud Unitary Ensembles

Chao Min, Liwei Wang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.15878

One-dimensional Continuous-Time Quantum Markov Chains: qubit probabilities and measures

Manuel D. De la Iglesia, Carlos F. Lardizabal

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.15886

Extension of Bressoud’s generalization of Borwein’s conjecture and some exact results

Alexander Berkovich, Aritram Dhar

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16826

Belyi maps from zeroes of hypergeometric polynomials

Raimundas Vidunas

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17272

Type II Multi-indexed Little 𝑞-Jacobi and Little 𝑞-Laguerre Polynomials
Satoru Odake

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17586

An Extension of Glasser’s Master Theorem and a Collection of Improper Integrals Many of Which In-

volve Riemann’s Zeta Function

Michael Milgram
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Other Relevant OP-SF E-Prints

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00256

Hypergeometric-Type Sequences

Bertrand Teguia Tabuguia

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00518

A Palm hierarchy for determinantal point processes with the confluent hypergeometric kernel, the de-

composing measures in the problem of harmonic analysis on the infinite-dimensional unitary group

Alexander I. Bufetov

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00558

Symmetrical Sonin kernels in terms of the hypergeometric functions

Yuri Luchko

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00620

A Borel-Pompeiu formula in a (𝑞, 𝑞′)-model of quaternionic analysis
José Oscar González-Cervantes, Juan Bory-Reyes, Irene Sabadini

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00952

The Rank of the Odd Normal Out

Philip T. Labo

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.00995

New solutions of Isochronous potentials in terms of exceptional orthogonal polynomials in heterostruc-

tures

Satish Yadav, Rahul Ghosh, Bhabani Prasad Mandal

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.01057

A reciprocity relation for the twisted second moment of the Riemman Zeta function

Rizwanur Khan

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.01372

Shuffle Hopf algebra of Multiple zeta values

Wenchuan Hu, Hongyu Xiang, Bin Zhang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.01385

General Berndt-Type Integrals and Series Associated with Jacobi Elliptic Functions

Ce Xu, Jianqiang Zhao

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.01892

Mean-square values of the Riemann zeta function on arithmetic progressions

Hirotaka Kobayashi

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.02087

Green functions for GJMS operators on spheres, Gegenbauer polynomials and rigidity theorems

Xuezhang Chen, Yalong Shi
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.02114

Chebyshev Subdivision and Reduction Methods for Solving Multivariable Systems of Equations

Erik Parkinson, Kate Wall, Jane Slagle, Daniel Treuhaft, Xander de la Bruere, Samuel Goldrup, Timothy

Keith, Peter Call, Tyler J. Jarvis

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.02813

Estimates for the number of zeros of shifted combinations of completed Dirichlet series

Pedro Ribeiro

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.02922

Computation of Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms of type 𝐺2
Aaron Pollack

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.03213

Two formulas for certain double and multiple polylogarithms in two variables

Masanobu Kaneko, Hirofumi Tsumura

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.03380

Mordell–Tornheim Zeta Values, Their Alternating Version, and Their Finite Analogs

Crystal Wang, Jianqiang Zhao

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.03438

Asymptotic expansions of finite Hankel transforms and the surjectivity of convolution operators

Yasunori Okada, Hideshi Yamane

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.03503

Decomposition of Hypergeometric SLE and Reversibility

Mingchang Liu

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.03645

On the regularized products of some Dirichlet series

Mounir Hajli

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.04959

Elephant polynomials

Hélène Guérin, Lucile Laulin, Kilian Raschel

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.05052

Moments of Averages of Ramanujan Sums over Number Fields

Sneha Chaubey, Shivani Goel

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.05419

On a problem of Han and Chen concerning truncated hypergeometric series for 1/𝜋
Lorenz Milla, Chao-Ping Chen

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.05445

From Cavitation to Astrophysics: Explicit Solution of the Spherical Collapse Equation

Danail Obreschkow

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.05672

Pitchfork bifurcation along a slow parameter ramp: coherent structures in the critical scaling

Ryan Goh, Tasso J. Kaper, Arnd Scheel
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.05677

On the discrete analogues of Appell function 𝐹1
Ravi Dwivedi, Vivek Sahai

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.06240

Quantum eigenvalue processing

Guang Hao Low, Yuan Su

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.06501

On the discrete analogues of Appell function 𝐹2
Ravi Dwivedi, Vivek Sahai

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.07321

On the moments of averages of Ramanujan sums

Shivani Goel, M. Ram Murty

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.07481

Bijections between different combinatorial models for 𝑞-Whittaker and modified Hall-Littlewood poly-
nomials

T. V. Ratheesh

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.07509

On the discrete analogues of Appell function 𝐹3
Ravi Dwivedi, Vivek Sahai

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08033

Remarkable structures in integrable probability, I: max-independence structures

Yacine Barhoumi-Andréani

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08312

Applications of multiple orthogonal polynomials with hypergeometric moment generating functions

Thomas Wolfs

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08343

Delay Painlevé-I equation, associated polynomials and Masur-Veech volumes

John Gibbons, Alexander Stokes, Alexander P. Veselov

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08597

The Fourier-Legendre series of Bessel functions of the first kind and the summed series involving 2𝐹3
hypergeometric functions that arise from them

Jack C. Straton

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08924

Soliton gas for the focusing Hirota equation via Riemann-Hilbert problems: Large-space and long-

time asymptotic behaviors

Weifang Weng, Zhenya Yan

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.08997

Five families of rapidly convergent evaluations of zeta values

David Broadhurst
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.09105

A Posteriori Error Estimates for ℎ𝑝-FE Discretizations in Elastoplasticity
Patrick Bammer, Lothar Banz, Andreas Schröder

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.09143

Induced Fubini-Study metrics on strictly pseudoconvex CR manifolds and zeros of random CR func-

tions

Hendrik Herrmann, Chin-Yu Hsiao, George Marinescu, Wei-Chuan Shen

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.09626

Quadratic twists of genus one curves

Lukas Novak

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.09730

Polynomial growth and functional calculus in algebras of integrable cross-sections

Felipe I. Flores

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.09998

On the anti-concentration functions of some familiar families of distributions

Ze-Chun Hu, Renming Song, Yuan Tan

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.10151

Local gluing

Urs Frauenfelder, Joa Weber

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.10169

On Taylor-like Estimates for 𝐿2 Polynomial Approximations
Aleš Wodecki

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.10734

Invariant measure of gaps in degenerate competing three-particle systems

Sandro Franceschi, Tomoyuki Ichiba, Ioannis Karatzas, Kilian Raschel

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.10870

Integral structures in smooth GL2(Q𝑝)-representations and zeta integrals
Alexandros Groutides

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.10936

On the lowest zero of Dedekind zeta function

Sushant Kala

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11003

On problems of the Divergence of logarithmic means of Fourier series

Ushangi Goginava, Farrukh Mukhamedov

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11111

New type of solutions for Schrödinger equations with critical growth

Yuan Gao, Yuxia Guo

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11213

Bessel kernel determinants and integrable equations

Giulio Ruzza
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11295

An exact solution to the Fourier Transform of band-limited periodic functions with nonequispaced

data and application to non-periodic functions

Guy Perrin

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11363

Extended Rota-Baxter algebras, diagonally colored Delannoy paths and Hopf algebras

Shanghua Zheng, Li Guo, Huizhen Qiu

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11486

Expansion of Green’s function and regularity of Robin’s function for elliptic operators in divergence

form

Daomin Cao, Jie Wan

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.11688

Localization of 𝑞−form field on the brane-world by coupling with gravity

Yong-Tao Lu, Heng Guo, Chun-E Fu

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12140

Chebyshev Varieties

Zaïneb Bel-Afia, Chiara Meroni, Simon Telen

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12226

High order multiscale methods for advection-diffusion equation with highly oscillatory boundary con-

dition

Clarissa Astuto

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12454

Charged massless scalar fields in a charged 𝐶-metric black hole: Exact solutions, Hawking radiation
and scattering of scalar waves

Ming Chen, Gabriele Tartaglino-Mazzucchelli, Yao-Zhong Zhang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12775

On 𝑝-adic Hurwitz-type spectral zeta functions
Su Hu, Min-Soo Kim

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.12814

𝑏-Hurwitz numbers from Whittaker vectors for 𝒲-algebras
Nitin K. Chidambaram, Maciej Dołęga, Kento Osuga

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13429

Detection of Correlated Random Vectors

Dor Elimelech, Wasim Huleihel

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13482

A class of multi-parameter Fourier integral operators: endpoint Hardy space bounds

Jinhua Cheng

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13529

Hypergeometric local systems over ℚ with Hodge vector (1, 1, 1, 1)
Giulia Gugiatti, Fernando Rodriguez Villegas
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13696

Several formulae involving the Cauchy polynomials, the Bernoulli polynomials, and the generalized

Stirling numbers

José L. Cereceda

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13725

Correlations of the squares of the Riemann zeta on the critical line

Valeriya Kovaleva

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13743

Intermittency versus Path Loss in RIS-aided THz Communication: A Data Significance Approach

Yasemin Karacora, Adam Umra, Aydin Sezgin

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13760

Early Detection of Treatments Side Effect: A Sequential Approach

Jiayue Wang, Ben Boukai

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.13911

Explicit evaluation of the Stokes matrices for certain quantum confluent hypergeometric equations

Jinghong Lin, Xiaomeng Xu

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14081

Accelerating Fractional PINNs using Operational Matrices of Derivative

Tayebeh Taheri, Alireza Afzal Aghaei, Kourosh Parand

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14175

On the strong separation condition for self-similar iterated function systems with random translations

Simon Baker, Derong Kong, Zhiqiang Wang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14382

An Orthogonal Polynomial Kernel-Based Machine Learning Model for Differential-Algebraic Equations

Tayebeh Taheri, Alireza Afzal Aghaei, Kourosh Parand

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14406

Generalized Taylor’s formula for power fractional derivatives

Hanaa Zitane, Delfim F. M. Torres

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14481

Borel lemma: geometric progression vs. Riemann zeta-function

Qi Han, Jingbo Liu, Nadeem Malik

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14715

Hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi type

Joseph Bernstein, Dmitry Gourevitch, Siddhartha Sahi

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.14987

Null-controllability for the beam equation with structural damping. Part 1. Distributed control

Sergei Avdonin, Julian Edward, Sergei Ivanov

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.15100

Symmetry and classification of solutions to an integral equation in the Heisenberg group ℍ𝑛

Jyotshana V. Prajapat, Anoop Skaria Varghese
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.15515

1D self-similar fractals with centro-symmetric Jacobians: asymptotics and modular data
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.15887

On real and imaginary roots of generalised Okamoto polynomials

Pieter Roffelsen, Alexander Stokes

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.15950

Fourier series for singular measures in higher dimensions

Chad Berner, John E. Herr, Palle E. T. Jorgensen, Eric S. Weber

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16074

Cluster structure on genus 2 spherical DAHA: seven-colored flower

Semeon Arthamonov, Leonid Chekhov, Philippe Di Francesco, Rinat Kedem, Alexander Shapiro, Michael

Shapiro, Gus Schrader

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16241

Green functions of mixed boundary value problems for stationary Stokes systems in two dimensions

Jongkeun Choi, Minsuk Yang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16625

Symmetric functions and the explicit moment problem for abelian groups

Roger Van Peski

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16719

Matrix denoising: Bayes-optimal estimators via low-degree polynomials

Guilhem Semerjian

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16756

Exact Jacobi elliptic solutions of the 𝑎𝑏𝑐𝑑-system
Jake Daniels, Nghiem V. Nguyen

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16917

Bayesian Chain Ladder For Cumulative Run-Off Triangle Under Half-Normal Distribution Assumption

Rizky Reza Fauzi, Jerremy Joelnathan Stevanlim

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.16947

𝑛-point functions in Conformal Quantum Mechanics: A Momentum Space Odyssey

Dhruva K. S., Deep Mazumdar, Shivang Yadav

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17063

An Identity for Generalized Euler Polynomials

Chellal Redha

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17183

QW-Search/Zeta Correspondence

Taisuke Hosaka, Norio Konno, Etsuo Segawa

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17273

Real-time tracking of moving objects from scattering matrix in real-world microwave imaging

Seong-Ho Son, Kwang-Jae Lee, Won-Kwang Park

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17283

Geometry on surfaces, a source for mathematical developments

Norbert A’Campo, Athanase Papadopoulos
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17441

Duality between Seiberg-Witten Theory and Black Hole Superradiance

Xian-Hui Ge, Masataka Matsumoto, Kilar Zhang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17443

The classification and representations of positive definite ternary quadratic forms of level 4N

Yifan Luo, Haigang Zhou

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17551

Partition-Theoretic Results and Recurrence Relations for the Coefficients of Some Mock Theta Func-

tions

Sabi Biswas, Nipen Saikia

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17654

Enumerating Permutations Avoiding Split Patterns 3|12 and 23|1

Travis Grigsby, Edward Richmond

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17688

Novel spectral methods for shock capturing and the removal of tygers in computational fluid dynamics

Sai Swetha Venkata Kolluru, Nicolas Besse, Rahul Pandit

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17849

Bijections and congruences involving lattice paths and integer compositions

Manosij Ghosh Dastidar, Michael Wallner

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.17935

Lusztig varieties and Macdonald polynomials

Arun Ram

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18322

Unveiling novel insights into Kirchhoff migration for effective object detection using experimental

Fresnel dataset

Won-Kwang Park

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18406

WKB-based third order method for the highly oscillatory 1D stationary Schrödinger equation

Anton Arnold, Jannis Körner

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18706

The porous medium equation on noncompact manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature: a Green

function approach

Gabriele Grillo, Dario D. Monticelli, Fabio Punzo

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18740

Sixth-order parabolic equation on an interval: Eigenfunction expansion, Green’s function, and inter-

mediate asymptotics for a finite thin film with elastic resistance

Nectarios C. Papanicolaou, Ivan C. Christov

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18931

On the discrete analogues of Appell function 𝐹4
Ravi Dwivedi, Dwivedi Sahai
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.18983

Free energy expansions of a conditional GinUE and large deviations of the smallest eigenvalue of the

LUE

Sung-Soo Byun, Seong-Mi Seo, Meng Yang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.19053

Geometric approach for the identification of Hamiltonian systems of quasi-Painlevé type

Marta Dell’Atti, Thomas Kecker

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.19125

Highly efficient Gauss’s law-preserving spectral algorithms for Maxwell’s double-curl source and

eigenvalue problems based on eigen-decomposition

Sen Lin, Huiyuan Li, Zhiguo Yang

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.19219

Transition of the semiclassical resonance widths across a tangential crossing energy-level

Marouane Assal, Setsuro fujiie, Kenta Higuchi

http://arxiv.org/abs/2402.19381

Optimized Bayesian Framework for Inverse Heat Transfer Problems Using Reduced Order Methods

Kabir Bakhshaei, Umberto Emil Morelli, Giovanni Stabile, Gianluigi Rozza

Topic #10 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: OP SF Net Editors

Subject: Submitting contributions to OP SF NET and SIAM-OPSF (OP SF Talk)

To contribute a news item to OP SF NET, send e mail to one of the OP SF Editors

howard.cohl@nist.gov, or spost@hawaii.edu.

Contributions to OP SF NET 31.3 should be sent by May 1, 2024.

OP SF NET is the electronic newsletter of the SIAM Activity Group on Special Functions and Orthog-

onal Polynomials (SIAG/OPSF). We disseminate your contributions on anything of interest to the spe-

cial functions and orthogonal polynomials community. This includes announcements of conferences,

forthcoming books, new software, electronic archives, research questions, and job openings as well

as news about new appointments, promotions, research visitors, awards and prizes. OP SF Net is

transmitted periodically through a post to OP SF Talk which is currently managed and moderated by

Howard Cohl (howard.cohl@nist.gov). Anyone wishing to be included in the mailing list (SIAG/OPSF

members and non-members alike) should send an email expressing interest to him. Bonita Saunders

also posts the Newsletter through SIAM Engage (SIAG/OPSF) which is received by all SIAG/OPSF mem-

bers.

OP SF Talk is a listserv associated with SIAG/OPSF which facilitates communication among members,

non-members and friends of the Activity Group. To post an item to the listserv,

send e mail to howard.cohl@nist.gov.

WWW home page of this Activity Group:

http://math.nist.gov/opsf

Information on joining SIAM and this activity group: service@siam.org
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The elected Officers of the Activity Group (2020-2022∗) are:
Peter Alan Clarkson, Chair

Luc Vinet, Vice Chair

Andrei Martínez-Finkelshtein, Program Director

Teresa E. Pérez, Secretary and SIAM Engage (SIAG/OPSF) moderator

The appointed officers are:

Howard Cohl, OP SF NET co-editor

Sarah Post, OP SF NET co-editor

Bonita Saunders, Webmaster and SIAM Engage (SIAG/OPSF) moderator

∗As of the date of the publication of OP SF NET 31.2, the SIAG/OPSF elections have not occurred.

Topic #11 OP - SF Net 31.2 March 15, 2024

From: OP SF Net Editors

Subject: Thought of the Month by Pascal Maroni

“The basic idea in what follows is to work directly on linear forms and not on integral representations;

in other words, to favor the intrinsic relationships that can exist between the forms considered, either

by placing oneself in the dual of the vector space of polynomial functions or by placing oneself in the

vector space of formal series which is isomorphic to it.”

“L’idée de base dans ce qui suit, consiste à travailler directement sur les formes linéaires et non pas

sur des représentations intégrales; autrement dit, de privilégier les relations intrinsèques qui peuvent

exister entre les formes envisagées, soit en se plaçant dans le dual de l’espace vectoriel des fonctions

polynomiales, soit en se plaçant dans l’espace vectoriel des séries formelles qui lui est isomorphe.”

P. Maroni, Une théorie algébrique des polynômes orthogonaux. Application aux polynômes orthogo-

naux semi-classiques (An algebraic theory of orthogonal polynomials. Applications to semi-classical

orthogonal polynomials), in: C. Brezinski, et al. (Eds.), Orthogonal Polynomials and their Applications

(Erice, 1990), in: IMACS (International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation) An-

nals on Computing and Applied Mathematics, 9, Baltzer, Basel, 1991, pp. 95–130 (in French).
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